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Abstract - We present in this paper an application of the Constructive Genetic Algorithm (CGA) to the Linear Gate Assignment Problem (LGAP). The LGAP happen in very large scaling integration (VLSI) design, and can be described as a problem of assigning a set of circuit nodes (gates) in an optimal sequence, such that the layout area is minimized, as a consequence of optimizing the number of tracks necessary to cover the gates interconnection. The CGA has a number of new features compared to a traditional genetic algorithm. These include a dynamic population size composed of schemata and structures, and the possibility of using heuristics in structure representation and in the fitness function definitions. In our application of CGA to LGAP we use a 2Opt like heuristic to define the fg-fitness and local search mutation. Computational tests are presented using available instances taken from the literature.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Constructive Genetic Algorithm (CGA) was proposed recently as an alternative to a traditional GA approach [1], particularly, for evaluating schemata directly. The population, initially formed only by schemata, evolves controlled by recombination to a population of well adapted structures (schemata instantiation) and schemata.

The CGA application can be divided in two phases, the constructive and the optimal:

- The constructive phase is used to build a population of quality solutions, composed of well adapted schemata and structures.
• The optimal phase is conducted simultaneously and transform the optimization objectives of the original problem on an interval minimization problem, that evaluates schemata and structures in a common way.

In the same lines, Goldberg and collaborators [2,3] have introduced an alternative GA, the messy-GA, that allows variable length strings that look for the construction and preservation of good schemata.

Linear gate assignment problems (LGAP) are related to gate matrix layout and programmable logic arrays folding [4,5]. In very large scaling integration design (VLSI design), the goal is to arrange a set of circuit nodes (gates) in an optimal sequence, such that the layout area is minimized, e.g., it minimizes the number of tracks necessary to cover the gates interconnection.

Fig.1 shows an example of gate matrix, where the gates are numbered from 1 to 9 and the dots are the connection requests (Fig.1a). A group of gates at the same connection is called net. There are 7 nets in circuit of Fig.1. To connect gates 1,3,4 and 7 of the net 1, it is necessary to cross gates that are not part of this net. Moreover, non-overlapping nets can be placed at the same connection track. To compute the number of tracks to cover all nets, it is enough to verify the maximum of overlapping nets. The number of tracks is an important factor of the cost of VLSI circuits. The Fig.1b shows, at the bottom, the overlaps and the maximum of them. One can see that the number of tracks in that gate matrix is 7. Besides, there is also the cost of connection of the gates that symbolizes the amount of necessary metal to cover the nets. In this example, the total metal length is 3+3+3+5+6+7+7+5+3=42.

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we present aspects of modeling that involves definitions of the schema and structure representations and the consideration of the problems at issue as bi-objective optimization problems. Section 3 describes the CGA operators, namely, selection, recombination and...
mutation, as well as a CGA pseudo-code. Section 4 shows computational results using instances taken from the literature.

II. CGA MODELING

In this section is described the modeling phase of the CGA. The LGAP is formulated as a bi-objective optimization problem. Two fitness functions are defined on the space of all schemata and structures that can be obtained using a specific representation. The evolution process considers the two objectives on an adaptive rejection threshold, which gives ranks to individuals in population and yields a dynamic population.

A typical instance of the LGAP is composed of an I x J binary matrix, where I and J are the numbers of nets and gates, respectively. The initial sequence of gates is \{1,2,3,4,...,J\}. Very simple structure and schema representations are adopted to the LGAP. They use a direct alphabet of symbols representing the gate sequence (each gate representing their connection requirements). The 1 to J values are reserved to gate number and the symbol # is used to indetermination (# - do not care) on schemata. Fig. 2 shows a LGAP instance and a permutation over it, representing structures and an example of schema.

Let \( X \) be the space of all schemata and structures that can be formed by this representation. The CGA is modeled as the following Bi-objective Optimization Problem (BOP):

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Min} & \quad \{ g(s_k) - f(s_k) \} \\
\text{Max} & \quad g(s_k) \\
\text{subject to} & \quad g(s_k) \geq f(s_k) \\
& \quad \forall s_k \in X
\end{align*}
\]  

(2.1)

Function \( g \) is the fitness function that reflects the total cost of a given permutation of gates. Commonly, it is used the formulation that considers track minimization as primary objective and wire length minimization as a secondary one. Therefore, it is used the following cost function [6] as the fitness function \( g \):
where \( b \) is the matrix generated by transforming in \( \textit{ones} \) all zeros between most left and most right ones in nets, for all gates on the sequence corresponding to \( s_k \) (structure or schema), and the \( IJ \) product is a weight to reinforce the part of the objective considering the maximum number of tracks and to make it proportional to the second part of the objective concerning the wire length. If \( s_k \) is schema, the non-defined columns (# label) are bypassed. The \( b \) matrix used to compute \( g(s_k) \) contains only columns with information.

The other fitness function \( f \) is defined to drive the evolutionary process to a population trained by a heuristic. The chosen heuristic is the 2-\( \text{Opt} \) neighborhood. Thus, function \( f \) is defined by:

\[
 f(s_k) = g(s_k), s_v \in \{s_1, s_2, ..., s_v\} \leq \Phi^{2-\text{Opt}} \cdot g(s_v) \leq g(s_k) 
\]  

(2.3)

where \( \Phi^{2-\text{Opt}} \) is a 2-Opt neighborhood of structure or schema \( s_k \).

As the 2-Opt neighborhood can grow exponentially, in our implementation, only a fixed part, randomly chosen, of this space is used on each function call. Implementation details can be found on section 3.3.

By definition, \( f \) and \( g \) can be applied to structures and schemata, just differing in the amount of information and consequently in the costs associated to them. More information means greater cost. In this way, the \( g \) maximization objective in \( \textit{BOP} \) drives the constructive phase of the \( \textit{CGA} \). The optimal phase is conducted by the interval minimization \( g - f \), which happen on structures with near local 2-Opt minimum.

III. THE EVOLUTION PROCESS

The \( \textit{BOP} \) defined above is not directly considered as the set \( X \) is not completely known. Instead we consider an evolution process to attain the objectives (interval minimization and \( g \) maximization) of the \( \textit{BOP} \). At the beginning of the process, two \textit{expected values} are given to these objectives:

- \( g \) \textit{maximization} \( \rightarrow \) we use a value \( g_{\text{max}} > \max_{s \in X} g(s) \) that is an upper bound on the objective value
- \( \textit{interval minimization} \rightarrow \) we use a value \( d_{g_{\text{max}}} \), obtained from \( g_{\text{max}} \) using a real number \( 0 < d \leq 1 \).
The evolution process is then conducted considering an adaptive rejection threshold, which contemplates both objectives in BOP. Given a parameter $\alpha \geq 0$, the expression
\[
g(s_k) - f(s_k) \geq \alpha \cdot d[g_{\text{max}} - g(s_k)]
\]
(2.4)

presents a condition for rejection from the current population of a schema or structure $s_k$.

The right hand side of (2.4) is the threshold, composed of the expected value to the interval minimization $d g_{\text{max}}$, and the measure $[g_{\text{max}} - g(s_k)]$, that shows the difference of $g(s_k)$ and $g_{\text{max}}$ evaluations.

Parameter $\alpha$ is related to time in the evolution process. Considering that the good schemata need to be preserved for recombination, the evolution parameter $\alpha$ starts from 0, and then increases slowly, in small time intervals, from generation to generation. The population at the evolution time $\alpha$, denoted by $P_{\alpha}$, is dynamic in size accordingly the value of the adaptive parameter $\alpha$, and can be emptied during the process.

The parameter $\alpha$ is now isolated in expression (2.4), thus yielding the following expression and corresponding rank to $s_k$:
\[
\alpha \geq \frac{dg_{\text{max}} - [g(s_k) - f(s_k)]}{d[g_{\text{max}} - g(s_k)]}.
\]
(2.5)

The right hand side of expression (2.5) gives a rank value to $s_k$:
\[
\delta(s_k) = \frac{dg_{\text{max}} - [g(s_k) - f(s_k)]}{d[g_{\text{max}} - g(s_k)]}.
\]
(2.6)

At the time they are created, structures and/or schemata receive their corresponding rank value $\delta(s_k)$. The rank of each schema or structure is compared with the current evolution parameter $\alpha$. At the moment a structure or schema is created, it is then possible to have some figure of its survivability. The higher the value of $\delta(s_k)$, and better is the structure or schema to the BOP, and they also have more surviving and recombination time.
For the LGAP, the overall bound $g_{\text{max}}$ is obtained at the beginning of the CGA application, by generating a random structure and making $g_{\text{max}}$ receive the $g$ evaluation for that structure. In order to ensure that $g_{\text{max}}$ is always an upper bound, after recombination, each new structure generated $s_{\text{new}}$ is rejected if $g_{\text{max}} \leq g(s_{\text{new}})$.

A. Initial population

The initial population is composed exclusively of schemata, considering for each schema, a proportion of random positions receiving a unique gate number. The remaining positions receive label #. Along the generations, the population can increase by addition of new offspring generated out of the combination of two schemata.

B. Recombination

There are two purposes on the evolution process: to obtain structures (good solutions to the $g$ maximization objective on the BOP), and that these structures be good ones (best solutions to the interval minimization problem on the BOP). The selection of structures and/or schemata for recombination will be conducted to attain these two objectives. The first one is attained by selecting for recombination schemata with small number of labels #, and the second considering structures or schemata with small $d_i = \frac{g(s_i) - f(s_i)}{g(s_i)}$. The structures and schemata in population $P_\alpha$ are maintained on ascending order, according to the key $\Delta(s_i) = (1 + d_i) / \eta$, where $\eta$ is the number of genes containing information (not #). Thus, individuals with more genetic information (structures or semi-complete schemata) appear in first order places on the population.

Two structures and/or schemata are selected for recombination. The first is called the base ($s_{\text{base}}$) and is randomly selected out of the first positions in $P_\alpha$, and in general it is a good structure or a good schema. The second structure or schema is called the guide ($s_{\text{guide}}$) and is randomly selected out of the total population. The objective of the $s_{\text{guide}}$ selection is the conduction of a guided modification on $s_{\text{base}}$. Fig.3 represents the base-guide selection process.
The current labels in corresponding positions are compared. Let \( s_{\text{new}} \) be the new structure or schema (offspring) after recombination. Structure or schema \( s_{\text{new}} \) is obtained by applying the following operations:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Recombination} & \quad \text{For } i \text{ from 1 to individual length} \\
& \text{If } s_{\text{base}}(i) = \# \text{ and } s_{\text{guide}}(i) = \# \quad & \text{then set } s_{\text{new}}(i) = \# \\
& \text{else set } s_{\text{new}}(i) = \text{if } s_{\text{base}}(i) \text{ it is not in } s_{\text{new}} \\
& \text{or set } s_{\text{new}}(i) = \# \text{ if } s_{\text{guide}}(i) \text{ it is not in } s_{\text{new}} \\
& \text{if } s_{\text{base}}(i) \neq \# \text{ and } s_{\text{guide}}(i) = \# \quad & \text{then set } s_{\text{new}}(i) = s_{\text{base}}(i) \\
& \text{else set } s_{\text{new}}(i) = \# \text{ if } s_{\text{base}}(i) \text{ it is not in } s_{\text{new}} \\
& \text{if } s_{\text{guide}}(i) \text{ it is not in } s_{\text{new}} \\
& \text{iv if } s_{\text{base}}(i) \neq \# \text{ and } s_{\text{guide}}(i) \neq \# \quad & \text{then set } s_{\text{new}}(i) = s_{\text{base}}(i) \\
& \text{else set } s_{\text{new}}(i) = s_{\text{guide}}(i) \\
& \text{if } s_{\text{guide}}(i) \text{ it is not in } s_{\text{new}} \\
& \text{or set } s_{\text{new}}(i) = \# \text{ if } s_{\text{base}}(i) \text{ it is not in } s_{\text{new}} \\
\end{align*}
\]

Observe that \( s_{\text{base}} \) is a privileged individual to compose \( s_{\text{new}} \), but it is not totally predominant. There is a small probability of \( s_{\text{guide}} \) gene information is used instead of.

\section*{C. The algorithm}

The \textit{Constructive Genetic Algorithm} can be summed up by the pseudo-code:

\begin{algorithm}
\caption{Constructive Genetic Algorithm}
\KwResult{\textbf{CGA} \{ Constructive Genetic Algorithm \}}
\begin{algorithmic}
\State \textbf{Given} \( g_{\text{max}} \) and \( d; \alpha := 0; \epsilon := 0.05; \) \{ initialization of parameters \}
\State \textbf{Initialize} \( P_\alpha; \) \{ initial population \}
\State \textbf{A. For all } \( s_k \in P_\alpha \text{ do compute } g(s_k), f(s_k), \delta(s_k) \) \{ Evaluate } \( P_\alpha \}
\State \textbf{While} (not stop condition) \textbf{do}
\State \quad \textbf{While} (number of recombination) \textbf{do}
\State \quad \quad \textbf{Select} \textit{Base and Guide} from \( P_\alpha; \) \{ selection operator \}
\State \quad \quad \textbf{Recombine} \textit{Base and Guide} \\{ recombination operator \}
\State \quad \quad \textbf{Evaluate} \textit{Offspring}; \\{ fg-fitness and ranking \}
\State \quad \quad \textbf{Update} \textit{Offspring} in \( P_\alpha; \) \{ update \( P_\alpha \}
\State \quad \textbf{end_while}
\State \quad \alpha := \alpha + \epsilon; \\{ \text{update } \alpha \}
\State \quad \textbf{For all} \( s_k \in P_\alpha \text{ satisfying } \alpha > \delta(s_k) \text{ do} \)
\State \quad \quad \textbf{Eliminate} \( s_k \) from \( P_\alpha; \) \{ \text{update } \}
\State \textbf{end_for}
\textbf{end_while} \end{algorithmic}
\end{algorithm}
The $\varepsilon$ increment is a linear step that increases the adaptive rejection threshold. The stop conditions occur with an emptied population (assured by a sufficiently higher $\alpha$) or at a predefined number of generations. The population increases, after the initial generations, reaching an upper limit (in general controlled by storage conditions), and decreases for higher values of the evolution parameter $\alpha$.

The CGA algorithm begins with the recombination procedures (over schemata only) and the constructive process builds structures (full individuals) progressively, on each generation. By this way, the constructive process, repeatedly, uses genetic information contained in two individuals to generate another one. However, the constructive process can be complemented using especially designed mutation and filling heuristics, searching for a better overall performance. This filling process is called unary filling operator and is applied before the recombination. It consists to fill the $s_{base}$ substituting the # labels for gate numbers. For LGAP, this feature was implemented as following:

{Unary filling operator}

```
Select Base and Guide from $P_{\alpha}$;  {selection operator }
If Base is a schemata then
    Fill Base giving filled_Base;    {heuristic for filling}
    Recombine Base and Guide      { recombination operator }
end_if
Mutation on full Base (or filled_Base); {local search on structures only}
Evaluate Offspring;               { fg-fitness and ranking }
Update Offspring in $P_{\alpha}$   { update $P_{\alpha}$ }
```

The code fragment before replaces the more internal while loop of CGA. If the selected base is a schema, it is combined with the guide individual (schema or structure) giving a new individual. In any way, local search mutation is applied to a structure (full or filled base) and the offspring are updated depending on its rank. If a best structure is found, it is kept for the end. For filling schemata it is used an algorithm based on neighborhood minimization. Given a schema $s_k$ to be filled in a good sequence with gate columns that still not belong to it at # possible positions.
In the example on Fig.4, there are 4 candidate gate columns (on right) to include in a partially showed schema at the marked position (# position). For each # position will be tested all candidate gate columns. It will be chosen the gate column that minimizes the bit-to-bit xor relation considering the neighbors gate columns (left and right of the # point, if exists). The bit-to-bit xor sum of first candidate column is 2, and is the smaller sum. This mechanism intends to decrease the possibility of zeros between ones at the included gate columns.

The local search mutation is always applied to structures, no matter how they are created (after recombination or after the filling process). The search at 2-Opt neighborhood of the structure was used (like the definition on expression 2.3). To avoid the computational effort growing proportional to problem length caused by 2-Opt procedure, a constant pre-defined number of neighbors is inspected until the best is found. The neighbors are generated by all the 2-move changes in a constant length part of the structure. It is chosen a position at random and starting from there an interactive process that inspect all possible 2-move changes in the structure.

The example of 2-move change is showed in Fig.5. The marks in positions of the structures mean reference points to be change. Non consecutive references cause the first change type, as showed in Fig.5a. Consecutive points cause the second change type in Fig.6b. Inspecting all or part of 2-Opt neighborhood needs several moves (catching 2-to-2 points).

The amount of 2-move changes (neighborhood width) on each local search mutation is a CGA parameter of execution to be tuning. This and all the others settings will be describes in next section.
IV. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS

The *CGA* for *LGAP* was coded in *ANSI C* and it was run on Intel Pentium II (266Mhz) hardware. For the computational tests, some *CGA* parameters were set as follows: \( \varepsilon \) and \( d \) parameters were set to 0.005 and 0.15, respectively; each schema of initial population had received 50\% of # genes (indetermination percentage), and 10\% up to 20\% of population were considered base individuals for base-guide selection. Local search mutation rate was fixed in 100\%. The number of individuals initially generated was proportional to problem length (gate number equal to initial population at least). Other important parameter to tuning is neighborhood width (\( nw \)) to each local search mutation. After several simulations, we found good results using \( nw = 20 \). The ideal would be to use great values for \( nw \), but this would turn the mutation very slow too.

*Table I* presents the problem circuits considered in this work, along with the corresponding number of nets and gates, a lower bound to the track number, the previous best known number of tracks (solution) and its reference. Chosen problems were the largest ones found in the literature and others for which authors have obtained recent improvements in results. The lower bound is computed by maximum column sum of the original matrix. Most of the best previous results comes of microcanonical optimization approach (MCO)[6], but other ones with same best results were included as in references: *GM_Learn* [7] and *GM_Plan* [8].

---

*Fig. 5 - Examples of one-move in 2-Opt neighborhood; a) non-consecutive reference points change; b) consecutive reference points change.*
Microcanical Optimization (MCO) approach overcame (or match) all the other approaches and it was chosen for comparison with the results of CGA. Table II presents the comparison among the best results of MCO.

The MCO was run initially for 10 replications, but only after 1000 replications the authors reached their best results for problems wli, v4000, v4470, x0, w3 and w4. The CGA best result were obtained after 10 replications only at same hardware environment. To compare different number of replications with respect to execution time, the total time of all the replications was computed based on one trial execution time. Thus, the total time of CGA experiments is 10 times one trial execution. By its turn, the total time of MCO experiments is 1000 times one trial execution. The "-" execution time, reported in [6] as close to zero, to our computations, was turned in 0.01 seconds, that is the smallest fraction of one second with two decimal digits.
The number of tracks columns refer to the best result found for each problem. The CGA columns present the wire length value, not reported in other references. Observing Table II, CGA found the same results of MCO, but the total time of all replications to find the best results is smaller.

In [6], the author remarks the frequency of 36.3% to find the best result for wli problem (relatively small) in 1000 replications. In our experiments, this percentage is 100% in 10 replications. In CGA, smaller percentages were found only in larger problems (w3 and w4).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CGA 5 best solutions</th>
<th>% best tracks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ws</td>
<td>115 8 115 8 116 8 118 8 124 8 100.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wli</td>
<td>35 4 35 4 35 4 35 4 35 4 100.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v4050</td>
<td>51 5 51 5 51 5 52 5 52 5 100.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v4000</td>
<td>66 5 66 5 66 5 67 5 68 5 100.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v4470</td>
<td>269 9 276 9 288 9 289 9 305 9 100.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v4090</td>
<td>132 10 133 10 135 10 136 10 90.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>x0</td>
<td>343 11 344 11 345 11 346 11 348 11 80.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w1</td>
<td>57 4 57 4 57 4 57 4 61 4 100.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w2</td>
<td>283 14 284 14 315 14 321 14 323 14 100.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w3</td>
<td>761 18 771 18 918 18 927 18 801 18 50.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w4</td>
<td>1932 27 2038 27 2051 27 1947 28 1947 28 30.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table III - Five best results and frequencies found for best tracks

The Table III shows the CGA 5 best results (wire length and tracks) obtained in 10 replications. Problems w3, w4, x0 v4470 have less than 100% of frequency in reaching their best solution. The w4 problem appears to be the most difficult one, but these results show that no more than 10 trials were necessary to CGA to find the best known solutions. CGA seems to be more robust than MCO.

V. CONCLUSION

This work describes a constructive approach to genetic algorithms and an application to linear gate assignment problems (LGAP). The CGA adapted to work with LGAP presents some new specific features, like the filling operator and 2-Opt heuristic used at local search mutation, besides the two fitness functions (f and g). On computational tests, the CGA reached all the best results (number of tracks) for instances taken from the literature, but it appears to be more robust than other approaches. There is not enough information
about wire length in the found literature to comparison of all the approaches completely. Applications of CGA to other classes of problems are foreseen for future works.
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